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Hyperglycemic is a condition that glucose content in blood increases from normal limitation. If 

this situation done in one year and continue, it will cause mellitus diabetes. Mellitus diabetes is a 

special syndrome that is known by chronic hyperglycemic carbohydrate metabolism interference, 

lipid and protein that is connected less insulin in relative or absolute and work insulin 

interference. Usually mellitus diabetes sufferer solve the disease by consume hyperglycemic 

medicine with injection or tablets that can be drunk. Consumption of medicine can decrease 

glucose content in blood and it has negative effect. Besides, the price of the medicine is 

expensive. One of the alternative ways to solve mellitus diabetes by herbal therapy. Herbal 

therapy is recovery process of mellitus diabetes by using kinds of plant that contains of medicine. 

Pare (Momordica charantia L) is one of plant which has anti-hyperglycemic effect. 

Purpose of this research is to know the influence kind of dose pare filtrate (Momordica charantia 

L) to glucose content of white mouse blood (Rattus norvegicus) hyperglycemic and to know dose 

pare filtrate (Momordica charantia L) that effective to decrease glucose content of white mouse 

blood (Rattus norvegicus) hyperglycemic. Kind of this research is true experimental research to 

know possibility connection of cause and effect by using one or more treatment condition. This 

research done in January 2-29 2008 at chemical laboratory Muhammadiyah University of 

Malang. Free variable of this research is dose of fruit pare filtrate (Momordica charantia L); 

suspending variable of this research is glucose content of mouse blood (Rattus norvegicus) and 

control variable of this research is stable, sanitation, treatment, food and drink. This research 

used complete random plan with six treatment and four times repeatable are treatment dose A(0 

ml); B(0,3ml); C(0,9ml); D(1,5ml); E(2ml) and F(2,7ml). Data analysis used ANAVA that 

continued with Duncan’s experiment.  

Result of this research point out in influence of pare fruit filtrate (Momordica charantia L) with 

kind of different dose to glucose content of white mouse blood (Rattus norvegicus) 

hyperglycemic. There is the difference of glucose content of white mouse blood (Rattus 

norvegicus) hyperglycemic according to effective level kind of pare filtrate (Momordica 

charantia L). 


